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Abstract
A theoretical model is presented, describing the glassy freezing of electrons in the
vicinity of disorder driven metal-insulator transitions. Our results indicate that the
onset of glassy dynamics should emerge before the localization transition is reached,
thus predicting the existence of an intermediate metallic glass phase between the
normal metal and the insulator.
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1 Introduction
Disorder-driven metal-insulator transitions (MITs) in strongly correlated elec-
tronic systems continue to demonstrate fascinating behaviors that remain to
be elucidated. The competition of electron-electron interactions and disorder
is most pronounced in the insulator, where one generally expects the existence
of a large number of low energy configurations of the electronic density, leading
to glassy behavior, metastability, and slow relaxation. Far from the transition,
the kinetic energy of the electrons is negligible and one can utilize a classical
picture, as pioneered in early work by Efros and Shklovskii [2]. The precise role
of glassy dynamics is more difficult to assess closer to the MIT, where quantum
fluctuations due to electronic mobility become important. In recent work [3],
we have developed a formalism capable of describing such glassy behavior of
electrons both in the classical limit and in presence of quantum fluctuations.
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Here we extend this approach to incorporate Anderson localization effects [4],
which prove to have a dramatic effect on the stability of the glass phase.
The following physical picture emerges from our study: Anderson localization
leads to the formation of bound electronic states, thus suppressing quantum
fluctuations introduced by mobile electrons. However, we find that glassy be-
havior is not eliminated as soon as the electrons become delocalized. Very close
to the MIT the electronic mobility remains very small, thus limiting the size of
quantum fluctuations needed to overcome barriers between metastable states.
An intermediate metallic glass phase is predicted, separating the insulator and
the normal metal.
2 Model
We consider the simplest microscopic model capable of describing the interplay
of glassy behavior and Anderson localization effects. It is given by a one-band
tight-binding model of spinless electrons at half filling, with nearest-neighbor
hopping tij , interacting by infinite range inter-site interactions Vij , in pres-
ence of random site energies εi. For technical simplicity, these interactions are
chosen also to be random [5], with zero mean and variance < V 2ij >= V
2/N ,
where N is the number of sites in the systems. In the following, we briefly out-
line the formalism that we use; the details will be presented elsewhere [6]. We
first formally average over random interactions using the replica method [3],
which generates a four-density interaction term. This term is then decoupled
by introducing Hubbard-Stratonovich fields, and the resulting action takes the
form Seff = Sel + Sint, where
Sel =
β∫
o
dτ
∑
a
∑
<ij>
c †ai (τ)[(∂τ + εi)δij − tij]c
a
i (τ), (1)
Sint = V
∑
i
β∫
o
dτ
β∫
o
dτ ′
[∑
a
Q˜aai (τ, τ
′)δnai (τ)δn
a
i (τ
′)
+
∑
a<b
Qabi (τ, τ
′)δnai (τ)δn
b
i(τ
′)

 . (2)
We have used standard functional integration over replicated Grassmann fields,
where a = 1, ..., n (n → 0) are the replica indices [3]. Here, the operators
δnai (τ) = (c
†a
i (τ)c
a
i (τ) − 1/2) represent the density fluctuations from half fill-
ing.
In the classical limit (tij = 0), these equations can be solved exactly due
to the infinite range of the interactions Vij , but once finite-range hopping
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is introduced, the resulting electronic degrees of freedom generate additional
effective nonlocal interactions between density modes, and we have to resort to
approximations. A mean-field treatment of the interactions is then provided by
evaluating the Q-fields in the saddle-point approximation, which also makes it
possible to identify the replica symmetry breaking instability used to establish
the onset of glassy ordering [3].
The resulting instability criterion takes the form
1 = V 2 <
1
N
∑
ij
(χij)
2 >dis . (3)
Here, the non-local compressibilities χij are defined by
χij =
1
β
β∫
o
dτ
β∫
o
dτ ′
[
< δnai (τ)δn
a
j (τ
′) >o − < δn
a
i (τ) >o< δn
a
j (τ
′) >o
]
, (4)
where the quantum averages < · · · >o are taken with respect to the full replica-
symmetric action Seff evaluated at the saddle-point, and < · · · >dis indicates
the average with respect to disorder.
Further simplification is obtained [3] by concentrating on the limit of large dis-
order, where to leading order one can evaluate the compressibilities by setting
V = 0 in Seff . The calculation then reduces to calculating the compressibilities
with respect to a system of noninteracting electrons in presence of disorder.
Physically, this calculation amounts to focusing on electrons in the vicinity of
the Anderson transition, and examining the leading perturbation introduced
by turning on inter-site interactions Vij. The crucial insight is obtained by
observing that in contrast to the average compressibilities < χij >dis, the
quantities < (χij)
2 >dis actually diverge at T = 0 at the Anderson transition.
We immediately conclude that Anderson localization introduces a singular
perturbation to the stability of the glass phase, as anticipated in Ref. [3]. In
addition, we note that the sum in Eq. (3) runs over positive definite terms, so
that a lower bound to the size of the glass phase is obtained by retaining only
the local (i = j) term. We have examined this quantity using several different
approaches to Anderson localization, but the simplest closed form expression
can be obtained by using the recently developed typical medium theory [7].
We have used a simple semi-circular model density of states [3] in presence
of a uniform distribution of random site energies of width W , and have done
calculations as a function of the disorder strength W and temperature T . We
find that < (χii)
2 >dis∼ (Wc −W )
−1 indeed blows up at T = 0 precisely at
the Anderson transition, which for this model occurs at Wc ≈ 1.36B, where
B is the electronic bandwidth. As a result, the instability criterion for the
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emergence of the glass phase is satisfied before the Anderson transition is
reached, for any finite value of the interaction V . To illustrate our findings, we
present the resulting phase diagram forW/V = 2, as a function ofW and T in
Fig. 1. Note that the “kink” in the glass transition boundary at W = Wc (full
line) reflects the crudeness of our treatment of localization, which ignores the
fact that inelastic scattering effects will tend to delocalize the electrons at any
finite temperature. These inelastic effects can be accounted for by keeping the
interaction terms in Seff , but these corrections will be investigated in more
detail elsewhere. To illustrate the qualitative effects of such inelastic scattering,
we phenomenologically introduce a temperature-dependent scattering rate of
the form η = AT . The resulting modification of the phase boundary for the
choice A = 0.1 is presented by a dotted line, leading to the rounding of the
kink, as expected.
3 Discussion
Our results strongly suggest that the onset of glassy dynamics should be con-
sidered as a precursor to disorder-driven metal-insulator transitions. Physi-
cally, as the system approaches localization the electrons are barely mobile,
allowing for even moderate interactions to induce meta-stability and glassy
freezing. We do not expect this glassy freezing to have a direct effect on the
average conductivity, but it should be more readily identified by examining
the slowing down of the electron dynamics. In particular, as the glassy phase
is entered, we expect large enhancements for the low frequency components
of the conductivity noise spectra, reflecting slow transitions between emerging
metastable states. An interesting question relates to the the size of the pro-
posed metallic glass phase as a function of disorder. This intermediate phase
is expected to be extremely small for very strong disorder, since in this limit
the effect of the interactions leading to glassy behavior should be very modest.
But what should be expected for very weak disorder but strong interactions?
In the limit where rs = V/EF >> 1, insulating behavior can emerge due to
Wigner crystallization, even in absence of disorder. As the Wigner crystal is
approached, we expect the local compressibility to be strongly reduced, reflect-
ing strong short range order induced by electronic correlations. As a result, the
possibility for many electronic configurations is again impaired, suppressing
glassy ordering. We thus expect that the best chance to observe the metallic
glass phase is for moderately disordered systems with W/V ∼ 1. Remarkably,
very recent experiment on a two-dimensional electron gas in silicon seems
to support this picture. In this material, clear evidence for an intermediate
metallic glass phase has been discovered for low mobility samples [8], but not
in high-mobility devices. In latter systems, the emergence of glassy dynamics
seems to coincide with the MIT [9], as one would expect for systems closer to
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a (disordered) Wigner crystal.
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4 Figure captions
Figure 1
Phase diagram for spinless interacting electrons in presence of disorder, as a
function of temperature T and the Fermi energy EF , expressed in units of the
disorder strength W . Results are presented for moderate interaction strength
W/V = 2. The glass transition boundary is shown, in absence of inelastic
scattering (full line) and in presence of an inelastic scattering rate η = 0.1T
(dotted line). Note that the glassy phase emerges before the metal-insulator
transition (MIT) is reached (heavy dot). The (glassy) Anderson insulator is
shown with a heavy full line (at T = 0).
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